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‘indi’ is the moniker of contemporary musician and composer Indira Force, who origi-
nates from the rain forests of Titirangi, New Zealand and built her foundations of 
classical piano. Currently based in Berlin, indi writes using a combination of electron-
ic and classical instrumentation, with a signature sound that relies on intricate details 
and multi-layered structures. In early 2018, she signed with Japanese label 2670 
Records and her debut album Precipice is due for international release (including 
Europe and Japan) later this year. indi was accepted into the esteemed interna-
tional Red Bull Music Academy this year (Sept. 2018 Berlin), which is renowned for 
exposing the next generation of emerging musicians and producers to world-class 
artist lecturers including Bjork, Philip Glass, Suzanne Ciani and Brian Eno.  

Of late, she is a composer for screen and performance, as well as in the field of 
sonic arts. Most recently was the piece ‘Falling Glaciers’ exhibited in galleries in 
both Wellington and Melbourne (Australia) as part of the WFL compilation. One of 
her many ongoing projects of 2018 includes her collaboration with choreographer 
Natalie Clark for the singapore dance residency on a performance called ‘Transit’. 
The piece is based on the history and forms of constellations and will be performed 
by the prestigious T.H.E. contemporary dance company in Singapore. 

indi is also known for her collaborations: she collaborated with experimental violinist 
Anita Clark (aka Motte) to create the sonic art project New Dawn in 2017, which 
received praise within New Zealand music communities at the time. Most notably, 
however, was her position as co-writer in the Christchurch based trip-hop band 
Doprah [Arch Hill Recordings], which garnered huge international traction at the 
time and became a noteworthy group on Billboard’s ‘Next Big Sound’ list. She 
started with Doprah at only 19 in 2013 and they were nominated for two awards at 
VNZMA the following year. indi’s collaborations with music video makers Candlelit 
Pictures/Thunderlips have also been popular, including the single ‘Precipice’ which 
won Best Music Video at CLIPPED Festival in Sydney last year.  

‘..[Precipice is] a striking step for the burgeoning enigma, with alluring gothiness and 
heaps of otherworldly pop vibes (à la Björk) making this a debut you can’t stop hit-
ting repeat on’ ~ The Line of Best Fit (UK)

‘Indi’s music is distorted folk swathed in an eery atmosphere’ ~ Happy Mag (AU)

‘It’s boundary-breaking and beautiful… The effect [of Precipice] is  like flying over a 
canyon.’ Nick Bollinger, RNZ National (NZ)

RELEASE DATE: SEPT 21st, 2018
GENRE: Electronic / Conetmpary Classical / Ambient / Alt Pop

LP UPC: 942190363629

TRACK LIST -  FN582LP 

1 .  Demeter
2 .  Cair  Parave l
3 .  Precip ice
4 .  A irpor ta l
5 .  Table lands
6 .  Woman
7 .  p i th
8 .  Canniba l s
9 .  Res t less  ( leve l s  of  s le ep ) 
10 .  A irpor ta l  [Paperghos t  REMIX]
11 .  Table lands  [Ins tant  Fantasy -  “ li s ten 
through headphones”  REMIX]
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